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A Stronger 3Q GDP Report Makes Today's Rate Cut Unnecessary--But The Fed Will Do So Anyway.
Once again, those who argue the seeds of recession have been planted for 2020 now face
a more difficult task to support that view following today’s release of 3rd quarter GDP.
The 1.9% growth rate is a reminder of an elementary lesson in economics. While many
Americans may express exasperation at the prolong trade conflict with China and
contentious impeachment hearings in Washington, when it comes personal spending it’s
important to return to basics: job and income security. Companies are still actively hiring
and wages continue to climb faster than inflation. As long as both these two trends are in
place, consumers will keep the economy out of trouble.
In fact, there is no better metric to reflect that point than household spending on durable
goods from today’s GDP release. These are typically high-priced items (furniture, major
appliances, cars) and are usually purchased on credit. If shoppers were truly anxious
about an economic downturn and potential reduction in income, we would see a marked
slowdown if not decline in such expensive purchases.
But these outlays rose at a healthy 7.6% annual rate the last quarter--- and that followed a
13% jump in 2Q. They represent the biggest 6-month surge in durable goods purchases
in more than a decade and underscores another important lesson: While consumer
confidence levels may appear to wobble, the more relevant barometer are the actions
people actually take.
Most fascinating is how Americans have been bucking the trend observed in past
economic cycles. Historically, consumption rebounds in the early years of recovery and
then tapers off a few later years as pent-up demand is satiated and the cost of borrowing
rises. However, no such pattern has emerged in this cycle --- even after more than ten
years of uninterrupted economic growth.

Certainly, low interest rates helped perpetuate spending. But the biggest factor --- and
one that economic models have struggled to incorporate --- is how technology has
profoundly altered the way Americans purchase goods and services, pay their bills,
monitor their finances and even raise funds. Online shopping, for example, has become
so hassle-free, so frictionless that it has spawned "impulse buying," which has sustained
household outlays far longer than previous consumption cycles.
Nevertheless, the question we get most often comes back to the durability of this record
long economic expansion. Consumers may be the backbone of this economy, but given
all political uncertainties at home and geopolitical eruptions abroad, how many more
blows can this aging business cycle take?
That question took on more relevance this morning as social unrest in Chile forced that
government to cancel the APEC meeting next month. That event was to have been the
venue where President Trump and China’s Xi Jinping planned to sign an interim (“phase
one”) accord that would lessen trade tensions between the world’s two largest economies.
Now new questions arise on when and where these two national leaders will meet to
conclude an agreement. We expect Trump and Xi will ultimately ink out an accord before
the end this year in large part because it is in their mutual political and economic interests
to do so.
The more immediate question today is whether the Federal Reserve will cut rates another
25 basis points today as additional insurance to prevent an economic slump next year?
We expect they will do so, but primarily to satisfy market expectations and that is
unfortunate. Lowering short-term rates, however, will have absolutely no effect on
reviving the depressed manufacturing sector in this country. The problem US factories
face is NOT the high cost of borrowing. It’s NOT a lack of liquidity. There’s ample
private capital looking for investments. Indeed, the Fed’s own senior lending officer
surveys show that banks are still making it easy for small, medium and large firms to
obtain loans.
The massive foot on the economy’s industrial neck today is NOT tight monetary policy
but the ongoing trade war with China, the threat of new tariffs against Europe and the
disruptions this has caused to global supply chains. Lower rates will do nothing to
ameliorate those issues.
While a rate cut is unnecessary in our view, the FOMC will likely vote to do so today to
avoid destabilizing financial markets. But we see no further rate reductions the rest of
this year or next. Our forecast calls for the next move to be a rate increase sometime in
early 2021 as economic growth in the US and abroad accelerates.
Moreover, we hope the Fed will also consider suspending the dot plot and scale back talk
on forward guidance. Both strategies came into being during the 2008- 2009 recession to
assure investors and business leaders that monetary policy will remain highly
accommodative. But those two approaches no longer play a constructive role. They create
more confusion than clarity and too often place the Fed in the uncomfortable position of
submissively responding to market expectations.
So let’s return to the data. The economy is in fundamentally sound shape thanks to the
resilience of the consumer. Fear of recession next year remains excessive. It’s just not
that easy for a $22 trillion, free market, highly liquid and technologically dynamic
economy to stumble into a downturn. For that to happen, you need a confluence of

negative events of such magnitude that it can shove the biggest and most sophisticated
economy off course, and we see nothing on the horizon that poses such a threat.
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